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high Availability
provides a contineous system uptime 

with effective failover

native
Windows and Linux Application

easy to install
predefined Pbx and Provider templates

powerful
Monitoring and Diagnostic Tool

certified
for microsoft direct routing

and zoom phone bring your own carrier (BYOC)

Full integration
Microsoft Teams, Zoom Phone

 and Skype for Business

unified
Support of multiple SIP Trunks

to Providers or PBX

scaleable
from 2 to 2000 sessions per server



anynode  the software SBC
anynode is a total software-based solution that enables 

multiple sip-endpoints to communicate with one another seamlessly.



SIP-TO-SIP USER AGENT

Using anynode, multiple SIP user agents can be 
connected virtually, making communication between 

incompatible SIP gateways possible.

Virtualization

Virtualization in the context of VoIP? Only a software 
solution like anynode makes it possible. Cluster 

scenarios are easier to plan and implement. 
Operational and maintenance costs are less. 

Installation and upgrades are performed without 
having to deal with hardware.

connectivity

anynode’s central location between several VoIP end-
points, will enable legally recorded conversations for 

regulatory purposes if it is required.

Performance Features

anynode is the ideal solution for connectivity in the 
SIP-to-SIP world. It supports numerous IP 

infrastructure features. Missing features can, in a lot 
of cases, be simulated by anynode, making them 

available to the application as well.

SIP Compatibility

anynode supports today’s industry-standard
protocols, and it’s also compatible with the majority 

of terminal devices from different manufacturers. 

anynode is a Session Border Controller that is entirely a software-based

solution. It allows incompatible SIP-endpoints to communicate 

with one another seamlessly.

anynode works as an interface for any number of SIP Endpoints like SIP 

phones, SIP PBXs, and also SIP providers. It converts port and directory infor-

mation, provides secure connections, routes session traffic, integrates LDAP 

directories as well as digit manipulation of call numbers.

In addition, anynode‘s configuration wizard has many options that help to 

shape different scenarios and makes the installation of anynode extremely 

easy: It takes just a few steps to connect SIP providers with your SIP-PBX. 

anynode – as pure software solution – is 100% platform-independent and of-

fers apart from a quick and straightforward access to the user interface. This 

gives anynode many significant advantages in comparison to basic 

hardware solutions. 

PURE SOFTWARE SOLUTION

anynode is a pure software solution that offers many 
advantages in comparison to basic hardware solu-

tions such as quick and straightforward access to the 
user interface.

conversion of media

If necessary, anynode terminates media streams to 
forward them to another endpoint.

Scalability

anynode is ideal for all applications. Up to 2000 ses-
sions can be used simultaneously per instance. 

Several features can be licensed optionally, if needed.

Reliability

Outstanding reliability, stability, and availability are 
the key requirements for ideal communication in 

every company. We maintain technological 
partnerships with communications companies. We 
regularly undergo certifications to remain on the 

cutting edge for our customers.

Security

anynode can reduce your security risks! By using 
anynode, you will be able to change your non-secure 

VoIP connections into secure connections to 
guarantee a secure call. anynode can use TLS and 

SRTP for voice and fax communications. anynode can 
secure your environment from attempts of 

eavesdropping or manipulation.



session border controller
anynode offers all the features that you would expect from a 

Session Border Controller. This includes key features like secu-

rity, transcoding of media, hiding and session management.

A Session Border Controller is used if signaling and media fl ows 

between two separate VoIP-networks need to be established,  

transmitted, or terminated. 

benefits of a software-based solution

+ Instantly available via download (e.g., MS Azure, AWS)

+ Easy and fast to confi gure

+ Always up-to-date with software upgrade service

+ Platform-independent

+ Full-featured trial version

SESSION BORDER CONTROLLER

SIP PROVIDER

SMALL, MIDSIZE AND ENTERPRISE NETWORKS

ANYNODE SBCINTERNET

PUBLIC ADDRESS SPACE PRIVATE ADDRESS SPACE

VOIP PBX



performance Features / Data sheet
PROTOCOL SUPPORT

Transport

IPv4 to IPv4, IPv4 to IPv6, IPv6 to IPv6

UDP, TCP, TLS

NAT, Port Mapping

Signalling

SIP and SIP secure

H.323 via XCAPI add-on

Media

RTP / SRTP (SDES/DTLS), ICE, ICE lite

Media Pass-through, Media Transcoding, Media Bypass

Transcoding: G.711 a-law, u-law, Opus-NB/WB, G.722, G.729, 
linear L16, Stereo, multichannel Codecs, SILK-NB/WB

Pass-through/Bypass: e.g. G.711 a-law, u-law, Opus-NB/WB, 
G.722, G.723,G.729, linear L16, Stereo, Multichannel codecs, 
T.38, Fax pass-through, H.264, SILK-NB/WB

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Maximum number of sessions Single 
socket E5 VM 4-core

SIP to SIP media bypass 2000 1000

SIP to SIP media relay 1200 800

SIP to SIP media relay secure 1100 720

SIP to SIP transcoding G.711 / 
G.729 600 400

Calls per second 130 80

Load Balancer

Calls per second 1000 500

Registrar

User registration 3000 2000

MONITORING & DIAGNOSTIC

Event Notifications

WMI and SNMP interface

SMTP

REST/HTTP

Windows Event log / Syslog

SQL Server

Triggering of self-created conditional events

Writing custom conditional events to the event log

Inclusion and exclusion of events for the event log

Event transport

Powerful log-analysis tool for signaling and media

Overview of system configuration

List of all sessions

Visualized signaling flow with complete signaling data

List of all media streams with indication of packet loss 
and excess jitter

Visualized audio data with superimposed labels for events

Audio data can be played back and exported

Tracing of marked routes

Online and offline analysis

Search function in the streams

Display of REST route supervision messages

Preset for particularly frequently used views

SECURITY

Voice over IP

B2BUA enabled separation of SIP communication

Topology hiding

TLS and SRTP

IP address white lists

Comprehensive and easy to use X.509 certificate management

Configuration Interface

Role based user management

LDAP based user & group management

User access logging

Extended security for configuration interface via 
https and client certificates

Separate network interface for configuration

Interoperability List: PDF DownloadInteroperability List: PDF Download

https://community.te-systems.de/community-download/files?fileId=1783
https://community.te-systems.de/community-download/files?fileId=1783


performance Features / Data sheet
ROUTING & DIAL STRING REWRITING

Routing between multiple number of domains

Route Supervision and control via REST

Time-based Routing

Routing based on destination number, source number 
and redirecting number

Routing based on prefix, suffix, wildcards, extension ranges

Routing based on LDAP/Active Directory and static directories

Routing based on Azure/Active Directory

Routing based on SQL Databases

Tagging and Enhanced Dial String Rewriting

Conditional routing, rejecting or ignoring of calls

Rewriting of destination number, source number

Rewriting before, during and after routing

Cause/status mapping

Reverse Number Lookup (RNL)

Supports group calls and call forking

Load balancing

Enhanced call transfer implementation

Emergency Location Identification Number (ELIN) support

Import and export of rewriting rules (dial string rewritings)

External determination of the routing destination

MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION

Secured web-based management interface

Configuration via REST API

Hot Standby Graphic User Interface

PowerShell and Bash interface

Easy to use interface with helpful hints

Proxy Server Support for Licensing and Updates

Wizard for many common SIP providers and VoIP systems
with predefined configuration templates

Administration of multiple anynodes 
within one configuration interface

Live monitoring with Microsoft Teams Incoming Webhook in 
channels and teams (e.g., changes to provider nodes)

Monitoring of active sessions, events and call history

Various statistics concerning completed sessions

Quick, cost effective, highly available

Dashboard - live monitoring of critical elements

Search function

Included sample scripts for PowerShell

MICROSOFT TEAMS DIRECT ROUTING

Multi-Tenant Support

Local Media Optimization

Media Bypass (certified)

Certified for E911 with RedSky, Bandwith and Intrado

Analog Devices (certified)

Survivable Branch Appliance

Migration of Teams certificates

Details about the Microsoft Direct Routing Certification
https://aka.ms/dr-sbc

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Windows 10, 11

Windows Server 2022, 2019, 2016, 2012 R2, 2012

Debian 9.4, Debian 10, Debian 11 (Bullseye)

Ubuntu 18.04, Ubuntu 20.04, Ubuntu 22.04

VMware vSphere/ESXi, Microsoft Hyper-V, Citrix XenServer, KVM

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

MISCELLANEOUS

Support of multiple simultaneous networks and several SIP 
Trunks, multiple registrations of SIP Trunks possible

Support of numverify and Real Phone Validation services

Registrations of SIP Trunks 

Load balancing based on CPU load

Monitoring of active sessions, events and call history

Numerous SIP providers & VoIP systems on 
our Interoperability List

Microsoft Lync 2013 qualified, Microsoft Lync 2010 qualified

Skype for Business supported by Microsoft

ZOOM Phone certified – Bring Your Own Carrier (BYOC) 

Master/Client Replication

Hot Standby

Certified for Azure Communication Services

Microsoft Operator Connect system profile

Redundant Media Recording

Mute media recording via REST

https://aka.ms/dr-sbc


With Direct Routing, you can connect anynode to almost any telephony 

trunk or interconnect with third-party PBX equipment. For detailed 

steps on how to deploy and confi gure anynode, please refer to the 

TechNote in our Community.

Microsoft only supports Phone System if a certifi ed device is connected 

through Direct Routing. After comprehensive tests, any node is being of-

fi cially certifi ed by Microsoft for Direct Routing. This gives our customers 

the added benefi t of a joined support process.

let‘s connect
with teams
direct routing

versatile
With Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing 

and anynode, you are able to connect to 

almost any telephony trunk or interconnect 

with third-party PBX equipment.

affordable
anynode can be co-located on existing 

hardware investments like your on-premises 

data center. Look for anynode on Azure and AWS 

Marketplace if you prefer to deploy in the cloud.

easy
anynode‘s (user-friendly) confi guration wizard 

makes the installation easy. Just a few steps to 

connect your SIP provider with Teams. Of course, 

it works with Skype for Business as well.

instantly available
Ready for download and install in just 

seconds: The fi les are available in our Com-

munity, and licenses will be delivered within 

minutes by e-mail. Get started right away!

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

ANYNODE

CUSTOMER INFRASTRUCTURE

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

VOICE TRUNK(S)

USERSPBX OTHER
VOICE APPS ATA

PSTN PROVIDER



benefits
 + less hardware – low costs and waiting times

 + straightforward and fast restoration

 + quick and flexible configuration

 + absolute flexibility regarding the number of sessions

high availability

A high degree of availability is essential for good communication. 

When considering VoIP, virtualization offers more flexibility, redun-

dancy, and increased security while reducing costs:

First, only one physical server is needed to run several virtual 

machines. That means a straightforward and fast restoration of the 

working environment. E.g., by merely reverting to the latest backup 

after a hardware failure. Furthermore, hardware defects and the 

associated replacement costs and waiting times can be avoided.

Quick and flexible configuration: when changing to different virtual-

ization hardware, the virtual machine can simply be migrated with 

limited or no interruption.

anynode offers absolute flexibility and scalability regarding the 

number of sessions, since the licenses can be upgraded as required.

Fast adjustment of the number of sessions through an online 

request for the license file, which is then simply imported.

TE-SYSTEMS.SBC1.CUSTOMER.ANYNODESBC.COM
TE-SYSTEMS.SBC2.CUSTOMER.ANYNODESBC.COM  

TE-SYSTEMS
NET4HOME.SBC1.CUSTOMER.ANYNODESBC.COM 
NET4HOME.SBC2.CUSTOMER.ANYNODESBC.COM  

NET4HOME

SBC2.CUSTOMER.ANYNODESBC.COM

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

SBC1.CUSTOMER.ANYNODESBC.COM

SIP PROVIDER

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING / MULTI-TENANCY/ HIGH AVAILABILITY



rest api, powershell & BASH
benefits
 + Remote control with REST, PowerShell, and Bash

 + Integration of anynode in customer‘s software

 + Sample scripts available 

 + PowerShell plugin with REST API functions available 

 + Constant extension of supported functions

With REST API, PowerShell and BASH scripts, anynode configurations 

can be created, controlled, and edited in detail, automatically and 

remotely. 

Complex actions, such as onboarding multiple tenants or auto-

matically configuring provider nodes, can be simplified in this way. 

Furthermore, this feature allows the integration of anynode func-

tions to customer‘s software environment – for example, to simplify 

complex input scenarios for employees. 

The REST-API-/PowerShell/BASH-feature is excellent for carriers and 

operators of managed service platforms that often have to deal with 

many recurring configurations. For example, a new user with ad-

justable access rights can be added to anynode‘s user management 

via PowerShell script, or a certificate can be added to the node‘s 

certificate chain.

MICROSOFT TEAMS
MULTI TENANCY / REST API / POWERSHELL/ BASH

< SCRIPT/ >

SOFTWARE

DATABASE

  FORM

POWERSHELL

ANYNODE

A.DATUM CONTOSO FABRIKAM NORTHWINDTRADERS WINGTIPTOYS

PROVIDER PROVIDER PROVIDER PROVIDERPROVIDER

BASH



benefits
 + Easy setup of Teams as a telephone system

 + Predefined system profile for Microsoft Operator Connect

 + Wizard-supported step-by-step configuration

The existing connection option to Microsoft Teams Direct Routing 

in the anynode frontend has been extended by an additional pre-

defined system profile for Microsoft Operator Connect.

The configuration work is done by the Node Interconnection As-

sistant in just a few minutes: Ports, SBC FQDN and target systems 

for the load balancing connection are automatically determined 

and entered by the Assistant. This step-by-step configuration 

ensures that no essential settings are overlooked.

Microsoft Operator Connect

FABRIKAM

CONTOSO

A.DATUM

ANYNODE

OPERATOR INFRASTRUCTURE

OPERATOR MANAGED

PSTN SIP TRUNK

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

TEAMS ADMIN CENTER

MICROSOFT OPERATOR CONNECT certified for 
Microsoft Phone
system direct Routing 



benefits
 + Integration of voice and video calls, rich text chats, 

SMS and e-mails into your application

 + Easy connection to existing systems

with the anynode ACS Node Assistant

 + anynode is certified for Azure Communication Services

In addition to Microsoft Teams Direct Routing, anynode is also cer-

tified for Microsoft Azure Communication Services Direct Routing. 

Azure Communication Services (ACS) are cloud-based services 

with REST APIs and client library SDKs that help add communi-

cation capabilities to applications. ACS allows applications to 

add communication elements without having to learn about un-

derlying technologies such as media encoding or telephony. ACS 

supports voice and video calls, rich text chat, SMS and email.

anynode offers its own node wizard for this service, which makes 

it very easy to connect communication solutions developed for 

ACS to existing SIP-based telephone systems or directly to your 

own provider.

Azure Communication 
Services Certification

AZURE CLOUD

COMPANY NETWORK

SIP PROVIDER

MANAGEMENT
STATION 

WEB APP
USER

MOBILE APP
USER

azure communication 
services certified

PSTN

ANYNODE SBC
(CERTIFIED)

AZURE 
COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES

SIP TRUNK

FIREWALL

ANYNODE SBC / AZURE COMMUNICATION SERVICES azure communication 
services certified



benefits
 + registration of multiple telephony devices

 + integration of analog devices, SIP devices, 3rd party PBX, Gateways

 + user-related manipulation options 

for phone numbers in complex topologies

SIP REgistrar

With SIP Registrar and anynode, analog devices, SIP phones, 

legacy PBX, and gateways can be integrated into a communica-

tion environment, even in a cloud-based VoIP architecture with 

Microsoft Teams Direct Routing. Especially useful for companies 

that want to stick to their existing device portfolio, such as 

+ analog telephony and fax devices 

+ simple SIP phones 

+ SIP intercom devices 

+ DECT telephony devices 

+ and many more 

SIP Registrar allows to register multiple telephony devices while 

calls can be simply routed at the same time. They can be brought 

together with user-related manipulation options for phone num-

bers in complex topologies. 
SIP PHONES

ANYNODE SBC

PSTN PROVIDER

3RD PARTY PBX

GATEWAYS

SIP REGISTRAR / SIP PHONE, PBX, GATEWAY INTEGRATION



benefits
 + Fast and easy deployment of SIP devices

 + Zero Touch Configuration via multicast or DHCP options

 + Encrypted deployment process by default based on vendor 

certificates

Deployment on Autopilot. Configuring and deploying many devices 

like SIP Phones in a company infrastructure can consume a lot of 

time. With anynode’s built-in Provisioning server, you can perform 

these tasks smoothly.

The anynode server receives requests for configuration information 

from devices during the boot process. anynode´s provisioning 

feature is used to assign configuration to all types of SIP devices, 

including phones, ATAs, and DECT devices.

With our built-in Provisioning Server it’s possible to do “Zero Touch 

Configuration” in small network scenarios via multicast and for 

larger networks with multiple subnets via DHCP options. Just use the 

MAC-Adress of the device, choose the eligible configuration option 

and everything else will go on autopilot. It’s important to mention 

that the provisioning process works fully encrypted by default based 

on the specific vendor’s certificates.

built-in provisioning server

BUILT-IN PROVISIONING SERVER / PHONE CONFIGURATION

ANYNODE

MAC ADRESS REGISTER MAC ADDRESSES CONFIGURATION REQUEST

PHONE CONFIGURATION

1 2

3

IP PHONE / DECT STATIONS



benefits
 + Configuration automatically available on all instances 

 + Great for hosting scenarios

 + Easy setup of new client anynodes

Stop the double trouble! Master/client replication is a process that 

enables data from one anynode server (the master) to be copied 

automatically to one or more anynode servers (the clients).

Master/client replication is usually used to spread read access 

on multiple servers for scalability. However, it can also be used 

for other purposes, such as for fail over or analyzing data on the 

client in order not to overload the master. 

As the master-client replication is a one-way replication (from 

master to client), only the master anynode is used for the write 

operations, while the read operations may be spread on multiple 

client anynode instances.

master/client replication

MASTER/CLIENT REPLICATION

ANYNODE

ANYNODE

ANYNODE

READ/WRITE

REPLICATION STREAM

REPLICATION STREAM

CLIENT 1

MASTER

CLIENT 2



benefits
 + External routing decisions 

 + Call notifications to third-party endpoints 

 + Integration of Power Apps 

With the Supervision Routing, anynode gives an option to make 

routing and dial string rewritings based on third party sources like 

customer databases or other applications.

The Supervision routing engine supports with anynode 4.2 more dial 

string rewriting options. What are the typical scenarios for Supervision?

CRM integration Send a request to your CRM before routing and 

rewrite Destination Number, Display Name, or other details to select 

the associated agent (user) for the call. 

Collect CDR Data Use Power Automate to collect the session details 

in an Excel spreadsheet after each call. 

Send an Emergency Notification Use the filter option and send a 

notification to Teams users or channels when somebody dials an 

emergency number. This feature is a simple add-on to notify more 

people in case of an emergency.

anynode supervision

SUPERVISION REWRITE DESTINATION

PBX

CRM
DATABASE

CALL

TEAMS CLIENT

DESTINATION NAME
DESTINATION NUMBER

ANYNODE

PSTN



benefits
 + Dynamic selection of the destination node

 + External determination of the routing destination 

 + Support of supervision servers and 

route supervision directories

anynode Route Supervision allows to dynamically select the des-

tination node and the routing forward profile to be used and can 

thus be determined externally as a routing destination.

This works both when using a Supervision Server and with Route 

Supervision Directories (SQL, LDAP and Azure AD).

anynode Supervision



benefits
 + Single point of user administration

 + Role-based user management

 + Active-Directory connection

Single point of user administration with anynode’s LDAP connec-

tor. To make the admin's life a little bit easier, we added the ability 

to access the Active Directory via an LDAP connection to allow 

Domain users to use their existing credentials to log into anynode. 

User management is always a pain point in daily administration 

work. Who can remember all the usernames and passwords we 

put into all the different infrastructure components. 

To make the admin's life a little bit easier, we added the ability to 

access the Active Directory via an LDAP connection to allow Domain 

users to use their existing credentials to log into anynode. 

anynode allows you to work with multiple directory services at 

the same time. An admin can use a local login while monitoring 

and reporting authenticate thru the Active Directory. 

ldap based user 
& group management

USER MANAGEMENT / ACTIVE DIRECTORY

ANYNODE

ADMINISTRATION

REST / HTTP MONITORING

LDAP
 ADMINISTRATION & MONITORING

      MONITORING

USER

ANYNODE USER & 
GROUP MANAGEMENT

GROUP 2

       ADMINISTRATION 

GROUP 1

FRONTEND



benefits
 + Increased fail-safe access security

of the anynode frontend

 + Wizard-supported configuration

 + Multiple hostnames possible

In the anynode LDAP Authority Wizard we have integrated a possi-

bility to set up fallbacks for LDAP user authentication. 

This increases the reliability of access to the anynode frontend. In 

addition, multiple hostnames can now be configured to be pro-

cessed chronologically if the primary hostname is not working.

LDAP Authority Server Fallbacks



benefits
 + Connector to PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and MS SQL 

 + Collects data from different anynode SBCs

 + Integration into billing software

Writing the Call History in an external database: Specially designed 

for multiple anynode instances, anynode comes with different con-

nectors to write the call history in an external database.

A setup with multiple instances becomes more and more familiar with 

the customer’s installation of SBCs. When serving various customers 

on numerous SBCs in a Multi-Tenancy environment, the call history 

must be in one place to track the customer’s total call consumption.

With the connector to PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and MS SQL, the data can 

be stored in one database, and standard tools for analyzing this data 

can be used. 

Configuration works out of the box. anynode creates all necessary 

database and table entries after a basic set up of the connection. For 

enterprise deployments, we added an option for performance optimi-

zation. 

call history

CALL HISTORY / EXTERNAL DATABASE / HA-VERSION WITH 2 SBCS

CALL HISTORY

PSTN CALL

PBX

TEAMS CLIENT
ANYNODE

DATABASE

CALL HISTORY



benefits
 + Local media file recording 

 + Compliance recording platform support

 + Simple configuration 

In many business departments, voice calls must be recorded on file 

to meet company or law compliance rules. Customers have different 

options to integrate recording in their workflows.  

anynode supports two types of recording. Occasional recording 

where the calls do not need any retouching work like search or cap-

tioning, can use the easy file recording. Call details and media files 

are available thru the REST interface.

When companies need to fulfill legal regulations and compliance 

guidelines or handling huge amounts of data, the integration of third 

party call recording solutions via call forking is the best way.

An optional announcement before the connection of both audio 

streams happens will ensure the call is not recorded without permis-

sion. Many configuration options make the connection implementa-

tion flexible and fast.

media recording

MEDIA RECORDING / FILE RECORDER

PBX

FILE
STORAGE CALL DETAILS

CALL

TEAMS CLIENTANYNODE

PSTN

MEDIA STREAM REST



benefits
 + Mute voice recording for sensitive data

 + Controllable via REST

 + Integration into external applications possible

With version 4.8, the anynode Media Recorder now allows sensi-

tive data to be muted during a recording via the REST interface.

This means that even less experienced users can use the function 

in anynode via external applications. Direct access or special 

anynode knowledge is not necessary here.

Mute / Unmute Media Recording

< MUTE/ >

< UNMUTE/ >
SIP MEDIA 

RECORDER

SOUNDFILE 
MUTE / UNMUTESOFTWARE

MUTE BUTTON

ANYNODE

MEDIA RECORDING / MUTE AND UNMUTE 



benefits
 + Rewriting of incoming and outgoing call numbers

 + Routing based on numbers, prefixes, extensions and more

 + Directory, and time-based routing 

 + Integration of external routing mechanism via REST API 

dial string
Rewriting and routing

anynode provides a flexible rewriting of the incoming and outgoing 

source and destination numbers. With anynode’s dial string rewrit-

ing ability, different call number formats can be made compatible 

between differing IP equipment. 

The routing can take place on numbers, prefixes, or extensions. 

The Route Assistant helps to set up routing easily. Nodes and dial 

strings can be defined here for routing decisions. Routes based on 

conditions like CPU load, session workload, or memory usage are 

even possible. 

In addition to that, anynode can route your calls based on time 

what makes a more efficient use of additional business hours. The 

Route Supervision allows to integrate an existing source like a cus-

tomer database for routing. 

ANYNODE SBC

VOIP PBX5661

+1 404 81 95 661

SIP-TrunkPROVIDER

DIAL STRING REWRITING AND ROUTING

TEAMS CLIENT

ZOOM CLIENT
+1 404 81 95 661

+1 404 81 95 661



benefits
 + Reuse of complex dial string rewritings 

in other nodes

 + Wizard-assisted import and export

 + JSON format with simple machine-readable language

 + Editing possibility with a simple text editor

anynode enables flexible processing of incoming and outgoing 

source and destination phone numbers with “Dial String Rewriting”. 

By rewriting phone number formats, anynode enables different 

IP devices to be compatible with each other. All rewrite rules can 

now be exported to the standardized JSON format with anynode 

4.8 for import and reuse in another node.

The “Rewrite-Rules-Import-Assistant” shows all rewrite rules be-

fore the final import and can overwrite existing rules or add the 

newly imported rules to the already existing ones, as desired.

The import of CSV files is still possible. A detailed tutorial video 

on this topic can be found on our YouTube channel.

Dial String Rewriting 
Import and Export

https://youtu.be/CbyCOTof9p4
https://www.youtube.com/user/TESYSTEMS


security protocols
 + TLS (Transport Layer Security)
Signaling encryption to specification RFC2246, RFC4346 and RFC5246
 + SRTP (Secure RTP Protocol)
Encryption and authentication of RTP data in SIP to specification RFC3711

security

For voice and fax communication, anynode supports TLS and SRTP, 

thwarting any attempts at eavesdropping or manipulation. Even if 

the infrastructure does not offer TLS/SRTP, anynode can provide 

secure communication.

Securing VoIP communications in WLANs, corporate networks, or 

in public hotspots has become a genuine concern with some busi-

nesses. And for a good reason, because security is of paramount 

importance when it comes to your data!

Non Secure to Secure Gateway – anynode enables telephones, 

telephone systems, or providers to connect to remote stations. 

anynode can change your non-secure VoIP connections into secure 

connections!

ANYNODE SBC

SIP

RTP
SIP PROVIDER

PBX

SIP PHONES

TLS

SRTP

TLS

SRTP

MULTI SECURE GATEWAY



benefits
 + Fast finding of setting values 

and functions in the objects

 + Filter function for more precise search results, 

e.g., in a specific node

 + Marking of search results in the frontend

From now on, the new search function is a tool that supports you 

in setting up your configuration: 

With the new search function, you can find out in seconds in 

which object you can change the remote SIP domain of your pro-

vider, for example: simply enter the search term and jump directly 

to the desired location in the frontend via the search results, with 

the relevant locations in the application highlighted in yellow. 

The search is always accessible at the top of the application and 

can be made more precise by using various filters. For example, 

a specific node, routing forward profile or condition can be se-

lected for a search. Another application example is the search for 

port 5060 to determine which node uses this port.

Search function



benefits
 + High operational stability

 + Fast operating condition monitoring

 + Individual adjust ability of the conditions

Define important routines for the takeover of a secondary any-

node system with an easy-to-use graphical user interface.

With our new hot standby feature, you define important rules 

to let a secondary anynode system take over in the event of an 

emergency as part of a “high-availability configuration”. 

In the graphical user interface of this feature, all conditions for a 

switchover to the secondary standby system and back can be set. 

For example, an inactive Maintenance Mode can be selected for 

the active role of anynode system within a hot standby configura-

tion. When the system enters Maintenance mode, the secondary 

anynode then takes over all tasks after a scheduled system up-

date that also requires a reboot. The system can be configured so 

that the secondary anynode system retains the active role.

Hot Standby 
Graphic User Interface

HOT STANDBY: MASTER SYSTEM ACTIVE

MAIN ANYNODE STANDBY ANYNODE

HOT STANDBY LINK ACTIVE

ACTIVE STANDBY

WAITING FOR CONDITION

WAITING FOR CONDITION STANDBY SYSTEM ACTIVEFAILOVER

WAITING FOR CONDITIONMAIN SYSTEM ACTIVE RECOVERY

CHECK HEALTH STATUS



benefits
 + Customizable and predefined tags 

 + Define rules for routing decisions without prefixes 

 + Simplify and save routing rules

Classify incoming calls with tags you define yourself, to apply 

appropriate rules in the further course of routing.

In order to classify incoming calls even better, version 4.6 now 

allows you to provide dial strings with tags that you define your-

self. 

The tagging of special incoming calls - for example that of special 

or emergency numbers - enables the application of special rules 

in the process of routing. 

With the introduction of tags, you can now also eliminate the 

cumbersome use of prefixes, which always had to be removed 

after routing so that they would not be transmitted to the remote 

station.

Tagging and Enhanced 
Dial String Rewriting

TAGGING AND ENHANCED DIAL STRING REWRITING

ANYNODE SBC

CALL

USER

SOURCE NUMBER
312 555 1212

SOURCE NUMBER
312 555 1200

NO DESTINATION DIAL STRING 
REWRITING NECESSARY

FILTER: DESTINATION DIAL STRING 
TAG „REWRITESOURCE“

NO * IN CALL HISTORY VISIBLE

CALL

TAG 
REWRITE 
SOURCE

ROUTING

PROVIDER



benefits
 + External use of large databases

 + Simplified, central maintenance

anynode can now receive information from SQL databases.

Good news: anynode can also retrieve information from SQL da-

tabases and use it for routing. Just like it does in Azure and Active 

Directories. 

In addition, user directories, which previously could only be 

created statically, can now also be retrieved from dynamic data 

sources. This greatly simplifies external data maintenance, even 

by personnel without SBC configuration knowledge.

SQL-Integration 
and Dynamic User Directories

SQL INTEGRATION AND DYNAMIC USER DIRECTORIES

ANYNODE

SQL DATABASE LDAP
MS SQL MARIADB POSTGRESQL

DIRECTORIES

MICROSOFT
ACTIVE DIRECTORY

AUTHENTICATIONREGISTRAR

ROUTING REWRITING

SQL INTEGRATION AND DYNAMIC USER DIRECTORIES 



benefits
 + Dynamic routing with full database support 

 + Database-driven rewriting of numbers and display names 

 + Ideal for effective customer communication

Dynamic routing via Route Supervision with the REST server is 

also possible with SQL databases and Azure- and Active Directo-

ries. 

This enables routing decisions based on individual data record 

fields, dial string rewriting (rewriting of phone numbers) as well 

as setting of display names. 

In practice, a phone number can be assigned a special display 

name with name and company, which provides many advantages 

in day-to-day business operations. 

Reverse Number Lookup (RNL) 

REVERSE NUMBER LOOKUP (RNL) 

PBX

CALLPROVIDER TEAMS CLIENT

ZOOM CLIENT
+1 781 850 4118

ANYNODE

SQL DATABASE LDAP
MS SQL MARIADB POSTGRESQL

DIRECTORIES

MICROSOFT
ACTIVE DIRECTORY

ROUTING 
DECISION

+ DISPLAY NAME

+ DISPLAY NAME

+ DISPLAY NAME

CALL

CALL

CALL



benefits
 + Updating and licensing in secure corporate networks 

 + Wizard-supported configuration 

 + Integrated test function

With the new version 4.6. anynode now also supports the con-

nection to the Internet via proxy servers - without creating any 

potential security gaps in the process. 

In practice, company networks are often used where access to the 

Internet is only possible via a proxy server. 

With the new version 4.6., anynode also supports the connection 

to the Internet via proxy server. This means that updates and 

licenses can now be obtained directly and securely via the any-

node frontend.

Proxy Server Support 
for Licensing and Updates

PROXY SERVER SUPPORT

COMPANY NETWORK

ANYNODE SBC
INTERNET TE-SYSTEMS COMMUNITY

PROXY SERVER



benefits
 + Simple wizard-supported configuration   

 + Predefined validation provider profiles   

 + Integrated connection test

 + Individual setting options in routing 

 + Avoid calls from invalid numbers

The support of „Number Verification“ in Route Supervision helps 

to save unnecessary costs and man-hours.

With version 4.6, anynode supports the numverify and Real Phone 

Validation services. With these services, incoming phone numbers 

can be checked for validity, phone number type or from a specific 

provider.

This allows dubious calls (e.g., calls with fake phone numbers, 

etc.) to be blocked automatically or forwarded directly to another 

route.

Support of numverify and 
Real Phone Validation services

SUPPORT OF REALPHONE & NUMVERIFY 

CALLPROVIDER

+1 781 850 4118

PHONE NUMBER 
VALIDATION SERVICE

NUMVERIFY / REAL PHONE VALIDATION

PBX

TEAMS CLIENT

ZOOM CLIENT

CALL

CALL

CALL

ANYNODE

NUMBER VALID
ROUTING DECISION



anynode  tools
“You’re only as good as the tools you use.”

they allow employees to complete their tasks efficiently, 
which affords employees opportunities to expand their range of capabilities.



anynode offers an easy and intuitive web interface to handle configuration. 

Endpoint and routing definitions, as well as registration and security pro-

files, can be created, modified, deleted, and displayed. Support is provided 

by generating the endpoint through predefined manufacturer profiles, 

which enables easy, efficient interoperability. The Scenario Wizard offers 

easy to use methods to speed up frequently occurring configuration tasks.

anynode Wizard
Routing Domain: Routing deci-
sions can be configured here. 

Scenario Wizard: It will 
take care of the signif-
icant portions of the 
configuration in a few 
simple steps.

Node Interconnection Assistant: 
Offers pre-configured system 

profiles of VoIP providers, PBX’s, 
and other Voice over IP systems.



benefits
 + Wizard-supported configuration

 + Predefined profiles and continuous expansion

 + Compatibility with many PBXs and providers

 + Automatic determination of input values, e.g. ports, 

remote SIP domains, etc. ...

With anynode Wizard, particularly frequently occurring configura-

tion tasks can be completed quickly and easily. 

The integrated Node Interconnection Assistant, with numerous 

ready-made system profiles, telephone systems and SIP provid-

ers, ensures complete configuration in just a few steps.

anynode supports the most important standards on the market 

and is compatible with a wide range of manufacturers. With 

version 4.8, anynode now also supports the following providers, 

telephone systems and system profiles:

 + Zoom Phone Premise Peering

 + Microsoft Operator Connect

 + Speedcom AG – SpeedVoice (Provider)

 + goetel GmbH (Provider)

 + NTT East, NTT West (Provider)

 + jtel GmbH (PBX)

anynode Wizard



trace
analyzer
The anynode Trace Analyzer is now one single tool that 

will be used by on-site engineers all the way to the core 

developers of anynode. 

It integrates an overview of all traced sessions, a con-

cise presentation of the SIP message flow of individual 

sessions, and an RTP stream view which shows details for 

combined or individual media-flow directions. Easy diag-

nostic tool for faster resolution. 

Trace Analyzer 3-way signaling view: Allows 
more parties with more information to be 
displayed at the same time. 

Trace Analyzer with a wave graph: Visual 
reference for the analysis. The time of the 

call connection when the call is accepted is 
visible via a marker.

benefits
 + Ready-to-go tool available on every installation 

 + Easy to use 

 + Live tracing 



The user interface of anynode in the browser contains in addition to the configuration mode 

another display mode: The monitor mode. It provides a quick overview of all active calls and 

logging of all previous calls with detailed information. Hover your mouse over an element and 

you will get additional information about used codecs or any lost packages.

With the dashboard, you get an overview of the status of anynode, showing all you need to know 

right away. In the system view, you see the status of all your nodes. If everything is functioning 

normally, the status is displayed in green. If a connection has failed, the status is displayed in 

red.

With up-to-date information, such as the state of registrations, an overview of added certifi-

cates, or a look at all installed licenses, your system’s status is more transparent, allowing you 

to make adjustments and optimizations quickly and effectively. With a single mouseclick, all the 

essential information on the selected element pops right up.

Call History: All calls made via any-
node are listed in detail. Calls with 
media recording can be found easily 
with an appropriate icon.

monitor 
mode

Dashboard: With a quick overview of the status of anynode



benefits
 + Triggering of self-created conditional events, 

e.g., number of sessions

 + Display as warning, information or error message

with event transport push notification via 

Microsoft Teams chat, SMS or e-mail

Under “Events” in “Monitor Mode” you can view all events related 

to your anynode. For example, restarts of anynode services or 

network failures are logged here.

anynode 4.8 now allows to log conditional based events in the 

event log.

For example, create a conditional event for when the number of 

sessions on a particular node exceeds 10 and specify whether 

the event should be considered a warning, information or error 

message.

In addition, you have the option to configure corresponding 

notifications as push messages as well. For example, as a chat 

message in Microsoft Teams, as an SMS or e-mail.

Conditional Events

CONDITIONAL EVENTS / MICROSOFT TEAMS INCOMING WEBHOOK

CONDITION: TRUE

MICROSOFT TEAMS 
INCOMING WEBHOOK

CALLS OVER 10

PSTN

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

TEAMS CLIENT

ANYNODE



benefits
 + Integration of Power Apps 

 + Eight different ways of notification options 

 + Multiple notifications 

Since the beginning, anynode supports the classic monitoring 

protocols like SNMP and WMI to send notifications to monitoring 

software like Nagios, PRTG Network monitor, or other monitoring 

tools. 

The Windows Event Log or the standard Syslog on Linux OS is 

also available. These common ways to monitor your communica-

tion equipment mostly need your proactive login. With the latest 

release of anynode, we introduce the option to add multiple 

Event Transport protocols, including the SMTP, SQL, and REST 

support. Think about a chat message into a Microsoft Teams 

channel of the System Administration team with details about a 

lost connection to your local SIP provider. Or send an e-mail to 

your ticket system when a certificate within anynode expires in a 

couple days. The integration in Power Apps gives customers the 

best way to integrate monitoring in their existing Microsoft 365 

workflows.

multiple event notifications

MULTIPLE EVENT NOTIFICATIONS / POWER APPS

PSTN

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

TEAMS CLIENTE-MAIL

ANYNODE



benefits
 + Comfortable filter function

 + Multiple conditions for an event transport configurable

 + Determination of a special node for an event transport

With anynode 4.8, entire lists of events can now be included 

or excluded. With the “Message-Filter” selected events can be 

written into the event log. This greatly simplifies the search for 

specific events.

This also applies to the event transport. Here, for example, a spe-

cific node can now be determined that triggers an error message 

in the event of a failure.

With this new feature, the quality and number of event messages 

can be set individually, so that you can focus on the events that 

are important to you.

New Event Filters



anynode  deployment
Get your work connected with anynode and microsoft teams direct routing

on premises, microsoft Azure, or amazon aws marketplace.



get your 
work connected
With Microsoft Direct Routing and anynode, you are 

able to connect to almost any telephony trunk or 

interconnect with third-party PBX. It‘s a suitable and 

uncomplicated, easy to use solution for you and your 

networks that simply works.

anynode is listed as “Preferred Solution“ in the 

Azure Marketplace and thus tested by Microsoft 

experts for quality and functionality. Furthermore, 

anynode is also available at the Amazon AWS 

Marketplace for Windows and Linux Download.

SIP PROVIDER

ANYNODE SBC

PBX
VPN

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

DEPLOYING IN AZURE / PBX

ANYNODE SBC

SIP PROVIDER

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

DEPLOYING IN AZURE / SIP PROVIDER



getting started with anynode  
With the anynode 60-day-trial, the purchase-license or the subscription-license,

including the Software Upgrade Service, you can start right away.



sales@te-systems.com
www.anynodesbc.com
sales@te-systems.com
www.anynodesbc.com

60-day-trial
If you want to test anynode we offer a 60-day-trial without obligation 

and restrictions. The trial provides a full-featured version of anynode 

that comes along with 10 sessions, confi g wizard and support by e-mail and phone. 

It is available through our website, e-mail or a call and can be quickly converted to 

a full version after testing without making any new installations or confi gurations.

The anynode purchase license can be ordered by defi ning the number of sessions 

and – on request – the activation of the software upgrade service 

and it‘s run-time. 

To do so, just get in touch with our anynode Product Partners. We will send you the LOD-

key within minutes to enhance your trial/demo and to start right away with anynode.

purchase-license

https://www.anynode.de/download/
https://www.anynode.de/
https://www.anynode.de/
mailto:sales%40te-systems.com?subject=


software upgrade 
service (SUS)

With the Software Upgrade Service and the resulting version upgrades, 

you will always remain on the cutting edge of technology. 

To maintain compatibility with different VoIP PBXs and SIP Providers, we provide 

new anynode releases available for download via our community. This enables 

a seamless functionality with current and future generations of operating sys-

tems.

Due to our close relationships with our anynode Product Partners, giving us 

feedback, customer needs are continuously integrated into our development 

work.

free upgrades

Each newly purchased anynode license 

automatically includes a one-year Software 

Upgrade Service, which guarantees access 

to free upgrades of anynode releases.

scope of service

During an ongoing service term of the Soft-

ware Upgrade Service, all new releases of 

anynode can be downloaded and installed 

from the TE-SYSTEMS community.

Beginning of a service term

The service term of the Software Upgrade 

Service starts with the activation of 

the license fi le LOD Key which is bound 

to a system ID.

extension of validity

The SUS can be signed for one, two or more 

years, regardless whether it is the fi rst ser-

vice order, a service extension or an upgrade. 

After expiration it can be signed again.

Grace period

It is possible to extend the Software Up-

grade Service up to 30 days after the expi-

ration for a period of one or two years in 

some circumstances.

scalability

any additional purchased anynode sessions 

will be delivered with a new SUS license.

This license includes a Software Upgrade 

Service with an independent service term.

Installation

The installation of a new release is possible 

at any time. However, only versions where 

the release dates lie within the service term 

of the generated license can be used.

synchronization of service terms

A synchronization of service terms is pos-

sible in case service terms of existing 

anynode licenses di� er. The price is calcu-

lated pro rata.

new releases generation of the license file
may 2022

service term one year

all anynode releases are available with this license file until the expiration of the sus

new anynode releases require a license with a valid sus. 
after extending the sus service term, a new license can 
easily be generated on our website

service term
may 2023



subscription license
stay up-to-date

Keep up with the fast pace technological 

changes, features, and enhancements. En-

joy these new features as they are added to 

anynode software updates that are regularly 

added and released in a new install pack-

age. With the subscription model, you get 

automatic and instant access to the latest 

product versions, updates, improvements, 

and bug fi xes.

Cost effective – starts at $ 53,90 USD

anynode is priced very competitively with all 

our licensing models. Technical support is at 

no extra cost, and the software update ser-

vice (SUS), which allows you to upgrade to 

the latest versions of anynode, is included.

security

anynode is continually updated in order 

to cover always-changing security threats 

to ensure an optimal and secure operating 

environment. With an active, current sub-

scription, you know that your company’s 

network is protected.

support

Benefi t from our outstanding support from 

around the world provided via e-mail and 

telephone in case you run into any technical 

issues. We will help you to be successful any-

time standing by you encounter a problem.

With the monthly subscription, you tap into all the great features of anynode 

and stay up-to-date with the instant access to the latest versions, updates, 

and improvements of the Software Upgrade Service that is automatically 

included.

Respond quickly to changes call volumes with up to 2.000 sessions and im-

prove your companies balance sheets by converting your expenditure costs 

into operating costs.



TE-SYSTEMS Inc.

38 Montvale Ave., Suite 360

Stoneham, MA 02180

United States

google maps

+ 1 (781) 850-4118

sales@te-systems.com

TE-SYSTEMS GmbH

Max-von-Laue Weg 19

38448 Wolfsburg

Germany

google maps

+49 5363 8195-0

sales@te-systems.de

Offi ce Hamburg

Mittelweg 144

20148 Hamburg

Germany

google maps

+49 5363 8195-0

sales@te-systems.de

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tesystems
https://www.youtube.com/user/TESYSTEMS
https://twitter.com/anynodeSBC
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